INTRODUCTION
Geographic Information System (GIS) are commonly defined as an information system that manages, manipulates, and analyzes spatial data [1] .Geographical-Spatial data has both spatial and thematic components. GIS have to be able to manage both elements. Spatial component, the observations have two aspects in its localization, absolute localization based in a coordinates system and topological relationship referred [2] . The classification aim is to appoint each object in the study area to one or more elements of a defined label set, so that the radiometric information contained in the image is converted to thematic information, The process can be regarded as a mapping function that constructs a linkage between the raw data and the user-defined label set [3] . There are two types of classification ;supervised classification methods which are based on prior knowledge of certain aspects of the statistical nature of the spectral classes of an image pixels are to be identified, and unsupervised classification methods which are performed by using a classification algorithm without any predefinition of spectral classes of interest [4] [5] . Texture is an appropriate property of objects. It contains important information about the structural arrangement of surfaces. The use of texture in addition to spectral features for image classification might be expected to result in some level of accuracy improvement, depending on the spatial resolution and the size of the area being classified [6] .
Several methods had been improved to use the texture with many kinds of classification to produce new features, [7] investigated the texture retrieval using combination of local features of Haralick derived from one level discrete wavelet transform coefficients and global statistical features computed form three level wavelet transformed images. [8] [9] proposed a hybrid classifier for polar metric SAR images. The feature sets consist of span image, the H/A/α decomposition algorithm, and the GLCM-based texture features. Then, a probabilistic neural network (PNN) was adopted for classification. [10] used GIS techniques to improve the classification capabilities of a feature extraction algorithm for land use/cover change detection in a deciduous forest environment. [11 ] used various techniques, grey level co-occurrence matrices (GLCM), Gabor filters, combined GLCM and Gabor filters. Here the real scene images are classified in four classes such as near natural, near manmade, far natural and far manmade . [6] used the GLCM with artificial neural networks (ANN) Backpropagation(BP) classifier technique and used features that extracted from GIS images objects according to their positions to be the input to the ANN . Our research analyzes GLCM feature extraction method to choose the appropriate angle of texture in relative to BP classifier that used in [6] .
II. INFORMATION GATHERING FROM GIS DATA
The system will clip a colored sampled images with three bands (Red, Green, Blue)from underneath the polygon to be the raster image sample of the polygon (region) of land use layer and will be moved to the textural feature extraction stage [6] , we propose in this research to clip an image window of size equal to (24*24) pixels for each studied land instead of the size had been proposed in [6] . The sample is clipped from a random position of the related polygon. Information from database are required for the classification learning reason, so this information is located in attribute database of ArcMap GIS. These steps is programed and developed using ArcMap Objects and C#.NET environment [12] . Collected values represent the agriculture status for each land, this value will become the classifier learning desired output for each related extracted land object. Now we have gathered information for each studied land represented by (Land ID, Image Sample, and Current Status).
III. GLCM AND ANN CLASSIFIER
Texture feature extraction technique based on the gray-level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM), sometimes called the gray-tone spatial-dependency matrix [13] . The principal concept of GLCM is that the texture information contained in an image is defined by the adjacency relationships that the gray tones in an image have to one another. The matrix element P (i, j | d, ) contains the second order statistical probability values for changes between gray levels i and j at a particular displacement distance d and at a particular angle . Instead of using the frequency values in a GLCM directly, it is common practice to normalize them to the range [0, 1] to avoid scaling effects The Eight textural features [6] 
,
These features become the input to the ANN classifier. The neural network which be used in the system is multilayer perceptron with supervised backpropagation algorithm. In [6] and in the proposed research ANN classifier consists of three main layers (Input layer, one Hidden layer, and Output layer), it is completely connected net.
IV. ANALYSIS OF GLCM ANGLES EFFECTS
In this research we analyze the GLCM algorithm relative to hidden nodes of ANN classifier that be used to choose and proof the right angle of feature extracting must be used in such system. Instead of choosing the angle randomly and train the ANN [6] [19], we put a systematic way to apply the angle for each defined number of hidden nodes in the hidden layer of the used ANN classifier . The distance that used in our system is d=1 of GLCM , and for each angle of that algorithm {0,45,90,135} of adjacent pixels we trained the BP classifier of the system and modify the hidden nodes number to achieve high accuracy test of the classification system , results will be compared with user predefined classification dataset . Fig.1 illustrates the block diagram of the main stages of proposed system. The following parameters are chosen for the training of BP training algorithm , they produced system accuracy reaches 90% , these parameters are the best among other training parameters that used in our analysis by trial and error : momentum = 0.1, learning rate = 0.01 , sigmoid alpha value = 2 , error limit = 0.01 , threshold value = 0.8 , but the number of hidden layer's nodes and the angel of the GLCM are varied . According to Table 1 , we have 32 training cases each one with different hidden nodes number and different GLCM angle and fixing the above parameters . Table 1 shows the training trials each with its parameters and (GLCM , Hidden Nodes) variations. And Fig.2 Another consideration has been done in this research which is the relation of the number of ANN classifier iterations in each case of training with different angle of GLCM and hidden nodes of the net to reach the error limit has been defined previously. We considered that the worst case (more iterations) is when the system has (GLCM angle 0, 25 hidden nodes) it was trained with 45312 iterations and the best case of training (little iterations) to reach the limit is when the system has (GLCM angle 45, 30 hidden nodes), it was trained with 4334 iterations . the rest cases can be shown in Fig.3 which illustrates a chart of the relation of iterations among different hidden nodes and GLCM angles . 
V. CONCLUSIONS
According to the use of GIS data (raster, vector, and database) in textural features extracting from grey level co-occurrence matrix GLCM for each land sample to be the input to back propagation ANN classifier ,the proposed system has analyzed the relationship between GLCM angles and the number of hidden layer nodes then it proofs that angle of degree 90 among {0,45,90,135} with 55 hidden nodes with an input of 24 features of GLCM is the best for classification using this hybrid system and produce an accuracy near 90% of classification . furthermore the research conclude that there is a relation between the number of hidden nodes of the ANN classifier and the GLCM angle and the number of the training iterations of system training phase to get best case of fastest training. For future works in this field of GIS image classifications we recommend to use support vector machine SVM instead of ANN classifier and the extracted features can be refined the with some mechanism like principle component analysis PCA to get more accurate classifications with less system error . 
